TECHNICAL SHEET
BADISOF:

Limewash

TO COLOR YOUR
WHITEWASH
Add a SOF-DOSE pot for a
bucket of 4 or 8 kg BADISOF.
Always mix the pigment
powder in the bucket BADISOF before adding water.
PACKAGING

BADISOF is a whitewash of lime,100% mineral whose material and Ocre de
France’s pigments reminiscent of old walls . easy and harmless for use, with
BADISOF your wall can breathe while being impervious to water splashes.
With BADISOF you will discover the art of the use of lime.
BADISOF exists in natural white ready to be colored with Ocre de France’s
pigments (SOF-DOSE) or tinted directly in our factory.
This whitewash is applied directly on a mineral and absorbent wall* or on
SOFIX (undercoat for whitewash in the case of wall like: old cement plaster,
plasterboard, plaster tiles, plaster, painting ...) or on SOFADHER.

Bucket powder 4 or 8 kg
CONSUMPTION

DILUTION

. Brush: 100 to 200 g / m2

Pour the contents of the SOF-DOSE in the bucket of BADISOF, mix well the
powder.

. Patina: it depends on the

for brush finish aspect:

water dilution.

First coat: dilute 1 volume of BADISOF with 2 volumes of water. Stir with an
electric mixer (slow speed). Add some water if necessary. Mix often during
application. Apply evenly making crosses on your wall with a large brush.

The water mixture should be

Touch dry in 1 hour and can be covered in 6 hours

consumed immediately.

Second coat: dilute 1 volume of BADISOF with 1 volume of water. Adding water
if necessary. Mix often during application. Apply evenly making crosses on your
first coat.

. Swatch of 42 shades

Final drying in 48/72 hours.

. Opportunity to clarify

For patina or whitewash

existing shades

The patina is a very liquid coat of a different color or the same color that provides
shades.

. Samples available
(according to conditions)
. It is possible to apply a
wax layer
finish to protect from dirt.

On your first BADISOF (refer to brush finish aspect), put a diluted coat as
follows: 1 volume BADISOF colorful mixed with 10-30 volumes of water.
Apply unevenly to create effects.
Final drying 24-48 hours.
Video of implementation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMxfe9LpVlQ
* Generally, lime enters in a sufficiently thick mineral and absorbent wall, for all
thin support (wood, fiber cement ...) make prior tests.

